
A I R  ( H A L E Y )
Haley is the name usually given to those Sheele based on air. Physically, 
they appear as adolescent elves with hair the color of the blue sky or of 
brilliant electricity. They do not have wings, but are surrounded by small 
currents of wind that simulate wings when they fly. Their personalities 
tend to be arrogant but fickle. They usually care a great deal about their 
masters, but hide their feelings behind a closed and aggressive facade.

BasE FEatUrEs
Characteristics: Strength 2, Dexterity 8, Agility 8, Constitution 2, 

Intelligence 8, Power 8, Willpower 6, Perception 6.
Secondary Abilities: Acrobatics 60, Notice 30, Search 10, Theft 40, 

Magic Appraisal 80, Dance 40, Music 40, Sleight of Hand 20.
Path Level: Air 20.

innatE powErs
Defensive Movement: A Haley can use its Magic Projection to 

dodge. This ability does not allow its master to do so as well.
Mystical Flight: A Haley can move freely through the air with Flight 

Value 10.

iMprovEMEnts
Below is a list of possible improvements that a Haley can take. Unless 

stated otherwise, each can only be chosen once.

Soul Thunder
The Haley launches a powerful beam of supernatural power that attacks 

with Magic Projection +50 using the Electricity Attack Type. This beam 
has Base Damage equal to twice the elemental’s Presence and can affect 
supernatural beings. The beam is so broad that it affects all within 15 feet 
of the line drawn for the attack. This attack costs the master 250 points 
of Zeon.

Cutting Wind
The Haley hardens dozens of air currents and gusts that slash everything 

around. This ability makes an Area Attack with Base Damage 60 on 
everything within an 80 foot radius. Only those in direct contact with 
the Haley are not affected by the attack; everything else is attacked. This 
attack costs the master 100 points of Zeon.

Absolute Speed
For five turns, the Haley gets a +50 bonus to Initiative and doubles the 

MA its master grants it. At the end of this period, it suffers a penalty of 
–50 to All Actions, which recovers at a rate of 10 points per turn. This 
ability costs the master 100 points of Zeon.

Air Hands
By condensing wind currents, a Haley can manipulate objects without 

touching them. In game terms, the elemental can move as many objects 
as it wishes that weigh less than 50 pounds and are all less than 150 
feet away. Similarly, this ability allows it to launch objects as a means of 
attack, using its Magic Projection as the Attack Ability and its Power as the 
Strength. Every time the elemental activates this power, the master must 
spend 20 points of Zeon per object moved or thrown.

Teleport
The elemental can teleport up to 300 feet at will. There is no limit to 

the number of times it can do this per day, but it must wait five turns 
between uses.

Improved Flight
The Haley can move through the air with Magic Flight Value 14.

Enhanced Projectiles
A person touching a Haley gains a +2 bonus to his Strength when 

calculating the range of a Fired or Thrown projectile as long as he 
remains in contact with the Haley. Additionally, all such Fired or Thrown 
projectiles gain a bonus to their Base Damage equal to the Haley’s Power.

Improved Abilities
The Haley gets a +40 bonus to all its Secondary Abilities. This 

improvement can be selected more than once, but after the first time the 
bonus is reduced to +20.

Electricity Form
The Haley becomes a mass of pure electricity, and anything that comes 

into physical contact with it must pass a PhR check against double the 
Haley’s Presence plus its Power bonus or suffer damage equal to the 
degree of failure. While in this form, the Haley becomes immune to all 
attacks that are not capable of damaging energy. Its master must spend 
25 points of Zeon to begin the transformation and an additional 5 points 
each turn to maintain it.

Fast Reactions
The Haley gets +50 to Initiative.
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